NO/008/29/04/2022

Circular- Uniform sale: Kindergarten
Dear parents
Greetings from GMS!
As you are aware the school did not insist on students wearing regular school uniforms during the last two
years so as to help and support the parent community during the pandemic.
However, from this academic year it is mandatory for every student to wear the prescribed uniform to school.
As mentioned in the previous circular, the uniform sale for phase 1 ( KG1 and KG 2) will be held in the school
auditorium ( Auditorium 1 on ﬁrst ﬂoor) on Saturday May 7 and Sunday May 8 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Kindly note the details of the sale:
Step 1: Use the sample pieces displayed in the trial room to check the sizes for your child.
Step 2: Fill the order form requesting the sizes and the quantity.
Step 3: Proceed to the cashier to pay for your order either in cash or card.
Step4: Proceed to the delivery counter to receive the order.
Step 5: Kindly check your order before leaving the school premises.
We request all kindergarten parents to purchase the uniform in these two days as we will begin with the
higher grades later on and there could be heavy rush. Students will not be allowed to be in the classrooms
without uniform from Monday 23 May onwards.
Kindly note that there is no change in the PE uniform which most of you(KG 2) bought last year.
Kindly note the details of uniform in the table below
UNIFORM FOR KG1 - GRADE 12 - 2022-23

Class

P.E Uniform

Regular Uniform

BOYS

GIRLS

BOYS

GIRLS

Orange

KG -1

Orange Polo T shirt
Black Track

Polo T shirt

Trousers, Shirt

Pinafore, Shirt

Trousers, Shirt

Pinafore, Shirt

Black Tracks

KG -2

Orange

Orange

Polo T shirt

Polo T shirt

Black Track

Black Tracks
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